
Get your employees back to the 
workplace safely and confidently 
Microsoft’s Return to the Workplace solution can help 

you create a safer workplace. Re-open your 

workplaces responsibly, monitor them effectively and 

most importantly, protect your employees:

• Facilities managers – can safely re-open work 

locations by making informed decisions based on 

the latest available information

• Employees – can return confidently, using self-

service tools that allow them to work safely and 

productively

• Health & Safety managers – can help ensure the 

well-being of all your employees.

Solution Overview
Microsoft’s Return to the Workplace solution makes use 

of Power Apps and Power BI, two of Microsoft’s Power 

Platform solutions. It is made up of four key 

applications:

• Location Readiness dashboard – helps determine the 

readiness of the facilities under your control and 

efficiently manage their safe re-opening. Facilities 

leaders or ‘return to work’ taskforces can use the 

Location Readiness dashboard to quickly make 

informed decisions using critical information, such as 

COVID-19 infection rates and supplies availability.

• Facility Safety Management – provides facilities 

managers with the tools to ensure that they are 

providing a safe work environment for employees to 

return to. 

It helps them to effectively prepare and manage the 

re-opening of their business locations.

Employee Return to the Workplace – allows your 

workforce to check-in remotely and self-screen 

before they ever step foot into any of your locations. 

This self-service tool helps give employees the tools 

they need to return with confidence and be 

productive.

• Workplace Care Management – gives those 

responsible for health and safety leaders the tools 

they need. Actively manage COVID-19 cases, 

identify hot spots for safety improvement, and 

import data from contact tracing systems to 

determine exposure. Using the Workplace Care 

Management dashboard, they can monitor all of the 

data from the Workplace Care Management app.

Is your organisation looking to get employees back to their normal place of work?
Re-open your workplaces safely with DXC Technology and Microsoft.

Microsoft’s Return to 
the Workplace Solution

Key Benefits

• Quickly determine the readiness of different 

locations and effectively manage their readiness 

using critical data.

• Execute against readiness factors, determine 

when to advance or retreat phases, and 

monitor daily employee activity

• Keep employees safe and productive with self-

service tools that allow them to check-in remotely 

and self-screen before entering locations.

• Actively manage COVID-19 cases, identify 

hotspots for safety improvement and investigate 

exposures.
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Microsoft’s Return to the Workplace Solution

Find out more

Visit: www.ebecs.com/ 
return-to-the-workplace

Why DXC? 

• Expertise: DXC has a proven track 

record in delivering solutions to 

clients across various industries 

using a wide variety of Microsoft 

technologies, including Dynamics 

365, Power Platform and the Azure 

Intelligent Cloud

• End-to-End Services: DXC is the 

only vendor that delivers the full life 

cycle of cloud professional services: 

advisory, transformation, 

integration and management

• Safe Pair of Hands: The DXC 

Microsoft Practice has over 4,000 

clients globally and a very high 

client retention rate

• Microsoft Partnership: DXC is one of 

the two largest independent 

partners globally for Dynamics 365, 

has a more than 30-year 

partnership with Microsoft and has 

been an Inner Circle winner for 19 

years in a row.

Licensing & Next Steps

From a licensing perspective, to get up and running with the Return 
to the Workplace applications, you will require:

• Power Apps license

• Power BI Premium or 

Power BI Pro license (for making use of the Power BI dashboards)

Interested? Engage with the team in the Microsoft Business 
Applications division of DXC Technology to help you define your 
exact business requirements and then work with you to implement 
the optimum Return to the Workplace solution to meet your 
organisation’s unique needs.

Key Features

Location Readiness Dashboard

• System at a Glance tab - provides key metrics for returning to work, 
including current value, goal values, and whether locations have met 
the goals. Regional filters can be applied

• Facility at a Glance tab - lets you drill down to each facility and 
track details about open readiness, employee sentiment and 
attestation to determine a facility’s opening phase

• Employee Activity tab - provides an overall time-series daily view for 
employee sentiment and attestation. You can check every day to see 
where numbers increased or were lower compared to previous days.

Facility Safety Management App

• For Facility Management – list of the facilities that require 
monitoring to re-open, with the ability to group by geography and 
by type (e.g. building, parking, etc.)

• Re-open Readiness - phase transitions are used to create a request 
to transition to a new phase of re-opening

• Employee information – track self-reported employee sentiment, 
health assessments or attestations, bookings and visits.

Employee Return to the Workplace App

• Book a facility day pass – chose a space, check-in and pass a daily 
health check to get a day pass for a specific facility

• Look up facility status - view details such as whether the facility is 
open and what phase of re-opening it's in

• Employee sentiment - share how you're feeling about returning to 
the workplace by answering a question.

Workplace Care Management Dashboard

• Overview tab - provides overall visibility into key metrics and trends 
related to employee cases

• Investigating tab - provides a detailed view of active cases being 
investigated with a set of key metrics important for that stage

• Monitoring tab - focuses on active cases in monitoring stage.
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